Measuring glioma volumes: A comparison of linear measurement based formulae with the manual image segmentation technique.
Gliomas are irregular in shape unlike benign brain tumors like meningiomas or schwannomas. Simplifying assumptions about glioma geometry are therefore more likely to lead to wrong calculations of glioma volumes than for other tumors. We compared simple linear measurement.based techniques of measuring glioma volume with manual region of interest.based image segmentation and to assess concordance. This study was a retrospective radiology archive-based study. The volumes of gliomas were measured by two assessors using five different techniques - manual image segmentation and four linear measurement-based formulae, which included the formulae for the volume of a sphere, cylinder, ellipsoid and its simplification v = abc/2. Intra-ssessor concordance was evaluated using mean vs. difference. (Bland-Altman) plots and raw agreement indices. Inter-rater agreement was assessed by calculating the intra-class correlation coefficient for each technique. The best inter.rater concordance was for volume measured by manual segmentation. The tumor volumes measured using the formulae for volume of a sphere and cylinder had poor agreement with the planimetric volume and low inter.rater concordance. The formula for volume of an ellipsoid and its simplification had good agreement with the manual planimetric volume and had good inter.rater concordance. However, for larger tumors, the agreement with planimetric volume was poorer. Manual region of interest-based image segmentation is the standard technique for measuring glioma volumes. For routine clinical use, the simple formula v = abc/2 (or the formula for volume of an ellipsoid) could be used as alternatives.